In the literature on the Dutch Revolt – indeed, in the scholarship on revolution as a whole – the experience of the leading textile and trading center of Lille stands out as singular. Although affected by powerful economic, political, and religious currents that provoked rebellion in many other cities, it was renowned for adhering to the existing order. In this comprehensive study, Robert S. DuPlessis draws on a wide range of primary sources to illuminate the processes of selective adaptation that by the 1560s had endowed Lille with a structural tendency to stability.
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Notes on dates, money, and citations

Dates. Up to the beginning of 1576, the year started at Lille on Easter; after that point, the city switched to the Gregorian calendar, in which January 1 is the first day of the year. In this book, all dates have been changed to the Gregorian or new style.

Money. Two kinds of money are referred to in this book. (1) The parisis system, originally established by the French kings. It included the livre parisis (abbreviated in the tables and notes of this book simply as liv.), a money of account. Each livre was divided into 20 sols (s.) or 240 deniers (d.). Thus 1 sol was worth 12 deniers. (2) The system based on the florin (fl.), a money of account worth 2 livres parisis. A florin was divided into 20 patars (or 40 gros of Flanders) and 240 deniers tournois. The livre de gros, which contained 240 gros, was worth six florins or twelve livres parisis.

Citations. All citations not in English have been left as found in the archival or printed documents. Diacritical marks have not been added to names of individuals (e.g., Gerard has not been modernized to Gérard, nor Helie to Hélie). All translations are mine.
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